Dear customer,
please note our hygiene rules, which are obligatory to participate at our guided tours:

Please show our guide your certificate of:

- **Vaccination** (completed at least 14 days before your visit)
or
- **Proof of recovery** (not older than 6 months)

Without one of these certificates you can not take part in our tours.

Our guides will proof the certificates on spot before tourstart.

Please wear a medical mask
(FFP2-/KN95-/N95-mask)

If the sufficient distance of **1,5m can be kept**, there is no need to wear the mask for our guided tour in open space areas..

The medical mask has to be worn **all the time** at guided tour with inside visits. (Markethalle, Restaurants etc.)

Please keep at least **1.5 meters distance** to other guests. (except for people living in the same household).

**max. 25 people**

**Contact details**
For checking the chain of infection we only need the contact details of the person making the booking.